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Winter gardens

We have been a producer of winter gardens, aluminium
doors and windows and all kinds of untypical roofs and
skylights since 1996. Winter gardens are the main product
of the company. In our factory, we manufacture winter
gardens basing on solutions of leading system designs,
such as TS aluminium, Aliplast, Aluprof, Alusystem, Climax,
Wiga System. We have appropriate certificates as winter
gardens manufacturer from holders of those systems,
and are authorised to produce aluminium constructions
in those systems.

WINTER GARDENS
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WINTER GARDENS

Invite the sunshine to your home
Winter gardens, also called conservatories,
have been known in Europe for centuries,
now they have a great comeback
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Modern architecture pays more and more attention to glass
surfaces now. Winter gardens are a solution for those who
would like to use the benefits of sunrays, unexposed to
the elements. An additional living space invites to relax,
surrounded by greenery all year round. Winter gardens are
creative extensions of houses. Manufactured from aluminium
profiles, glass and additional elements selected according
to needs, they improve thermal balance at home and are
beneficial for the health of their users. Depending on their
purpose, winter gardens can be divided into those with and
those without thermal insulation. Everything depends on
their intended use. If the winter garden is to be used in
the winter, then in the autumn and early spring, it should have
thermal insulated structure, and double glazing. On the other
hand, conservatories which are to be used when it is not
freezing outside should have a structure without thermal
insulation and single glazed windows.

WARM WINTER GARDENS
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WARM WINTER GARDENS

Live in your garden
all year round
Warm gardens - an excellent idea for creating
comfortable space surrounded by nature
and filled with natural sunshine
It is possible to install heating which should be
calculated property and meet the requirements for
inhabitable buildings. Temperature control is the
same as at home. The heating system is installed in
such a way that it allows air convection from
the coldest place in the winter garden. The most
beneficial source of heat for the winter garden is a
water-based or electrical based floor heating system
installed on a water and heat insulated concrete slab.
The best pavement for heated floor is ordinary or
stone tilling because it best accumulates thermal
radiation. In the summer, hinged windows or rolled
louvers will best protect the conservatory against
sunshine. Luscious greenery of potted plants are an
excellent way for extra shading of the interior.
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Warm gardens can be fully used all year round as living
space. They are especially recommended to those who
are aesthetically minded and like the comfort of the
interiors they use. A winter garden is a construction
which has at least one wall and most part of the roof
made from transparent material. The capability of airing
and shadowing the interior makes it possible to use it in
many ways. Very often they used they are used as sunny
front rooms, dining rooms, studies, often as swimming
pools or even bedrooms with a view into a starry night.
The connection with the main building is done using
modern construction techniques. We meet all
the building regulations and legal standards binding
while designing and at the building site and this is why
the constructions of our winter gardens are
accommodated for permanent use.

COLD WINTER GARDENS
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COLD WINTER GARDENS

Win extra space
and save energy every day
A conservatory as an ideal example of ecological construction
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A cold winter garden is an ideal solution for a glass
structure separated from the house by a door or, in case
of very well insulated constructions, double or triple
glazed which can be an extension of the house.
The interior of the winter garden can be decorated with
tropical plants or evergreens (structures without
so much as isolation can be used in this case).
The structure plays a role of a buffer zone between
inhabited parts of the house and the external world.
Thanks to proper thermal isolation, winter gardens are
a good and easy way to save on heating costs because
they can easily accumulate heat inside and transfer it
into the building through open doors or be an
extension of the house and become its integral part.
It is due to the fact that glass sunshine lets in warm
sunshine which can not escape outside, and
the temperature grows in our green front room.

DESIGN
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DESIGN

A design meeting your needs
An ideal composition requires
professional preparation
Its shape must be so designed that it is not
jeopardised by heavy snow and gusts of strong
wind. What is also very important is the best
possible choice of materials and additional
elements which will be decisive about later
usage and functionality of the conservatory.
Choosing a deck or balcony to be built on, we
make a detailed analysis of the strengths of
the structure and the way water is drained. We
always gladly share our experience in selecting
a lighting system and shutters or louvers. It is
possible to use both outer and inner rolling
louvers with a regulated slat angle, which will
protect against extra sunshine.
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A contemporary winter garden can play
a number of roles. Thinking about the choice
of a specific solution, we analyse
the expectations with respect to the interior. It
is best to do it at this stage of creating
the architectural concept of the house. This is
how we can compose a coherent form with
interesting, varied architecture and precisely
plan the way to connect the design of the winter
garden with the walls of the building itself.
Planning from day one, we can effectively use
all the benefits of an additional room. A practical
and is interesting conservatory can be added to
an existing building, too. What is most important
is that the winter garden is a safe and durable
structure.

STRUCTURE

A variety of structures
In the roof systems which we will use, it is possible to obtain
a variety of forms and shapes: from simple
single sloping to a complicated multi-sloping roof
with a multi-angled base.
The structure must guarantee good thermal isolation in the winter.
The material used in the construction, both glass and aluminium
profiles, must constitute a thermal barrier separating the inside
of the garden from the weather outside. The system of thermal
insulated aluminium profile is the best choice. The profiles are
produced especially for the purpose of building conservatories.
Rich in colour, they have a variety of form and shape. Such profiles
need double or triple glazed low emission glass windows. They
have very good thermal insulation properties and sunshine
permeability. Thanks to a wide choice of system details and
additions, linking particular elements of the structure,
a conservatory can have a traditional or modern character. It is
possible to use a variety of window and door systems in the roof
walls. Different kinds of windows may be very functional, as well
as tilting or sliding doors and harmonica doors which provide
large opening spaces. Rafters constitute basic elements of the roof
in a conservatory, varying in cross section depending on the load
bearing capacity of the roof. It is possible to build very wide roofs
thanks to strengthening profiles introduced into rafters if a large
area is needed.
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STRUCTURE

ROOF

A solid roof
is the basis of a stable
and durable structure
Designing a roof, we use specialist computer software
which helps calculate necessary parameters,
or example, proper angle in a sloping roof and
binding the roof to external walls. While building a roof
we can use fillers of different types and widths. In our
offer there are polycarbonate sheets, there is low
thermal permeability glass, glass panes covered in
special coating to protect from ultraviolent radiation,
reflecting light (mirror effect), safety windowpanes,
and anti-burglar windowpanes. We also recommend
tinted glass, coloured foil or special protective foil.
A drainpipe is a very important element of the winter
garden’s structure, because this is how rainwater is
drained away from the roof, and will not flow down
the glass walls. The system ensures draining water
from the roof straight to the drainpipe and then,
through a vertical pipe, into the drain itself.
The drainpipe plays the role of a lintel, carrying
the weight of the roof onto vertical pillars and
the foundation.
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INSULATION

Warm interior
thanks to perfect insulation
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The design and assembly of winter gardens meet
tightness requirements and prevent from occurence
of the so-called thermal bridges. The elements used
in the structure meet the demands of insulation
parameters. Thermal barriers, made from insulating
materials, are built into profiles. Thanks to those
elements, and thanks to use of aerosols and
insulation foams, it is possible to ensure high thermal
insulation characteristics and, consequently, reducte
energy losses, which means a reduction of heating
costs and avoiding condensation. The thermal barrier
also amends acoustic insulation of the interior.
The tightness of the roof is ensured by EPDM sealing,
and properly shaped spaces within the profiles
whose task is to drain water and humidity, as well as
vent and dry the closed construction. Walls and the
roof of a winter garden are barriers for rain, wind and
low temperatures. They have to be tight, otherwise
they might leak. Good profiles are equipped with
special seals and a system of channels draining
the water. The seals are in fitted lintels, drainpipe, in
the ridge profile and where the winter gardens
structure meets the outer wall.

MANUFACTURING
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MANUFACTURING

Caring for detail
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is our motto when producing a winter
garden. The details are well developed
both by designers of the system of profiles,
as well by us, when we design the structure,
manufacture and finally assemble
a conservatory at its destination.

EXAMPLES OF PROJECTS
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ASSEMBLY

Assembling a winter garden
We assemble the carrying profiles of the conservatory
so that they will resist strong gusts of wind
and withstand the load of heavy snow
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A proper substructure, in other words a good
foundation, is a very important constituent part
of a well built winter garden - a foundation which
is reinforced and thermally insulated. Before
the assembly, aluminium profiles are cut to
dimensions, and initially assembled in the factory
as the entire construction. Specific elements of
the structure creates a skeleton carrying the load
of the whole winter garden, connected with
the foundation and steel walls by anchor bolts
and plugs.
The space between walls and profiles is filled
with PU foam and expansion sponge. The foam
must be covered and protected against
exposure to the sun and humidity. We use a self
adhesive expansion polypropylene tape, fitted
between the wall and garden and special
masking elements to conver the connection.
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